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Abstrat. An alternating deision tree is a model that generalizes de-

ision trees and boosted deision trees. The main advantages of altern-

ating deision trees over boosting regular deision trees are that they

are easier to interpret for human experts and that they an be built ef-

�iently. In this work, we introdue �rst order alternating deision trees

(FOADTs), an upgrade of alternating deision trees to �rst order lo-

gi. We propose three important eÆieny improvements, whih make

induing FOADTs omputationally feasible. Furthermore, we desribe

some issues with FOADTs that are spei� to the �rst order setting. We

onlude with some preliminary experiments.

1 Introdution

Boosting has proved to be one of the most important reent developments in

lassi�ation. It is a method for �nding a highly aurate hypothesis by om-

bining many weak hypotheses. It works by sequentially applying a lassi�ation

algorithm to reweighted versions of the training data and �nally taking a ma-

jority vote of the hypotheses produed by the lassi�ation algorithm. Two of

the most suesful ombinations have been boosting deision trees and boosting

stumps. Unfortunately, the lassi�ers produed by suh ombinations are often

large, omplex and diÆult to interpret. A solution to this problem, proposed by

Mason and Freund [4℄, is the alternating deision tree, whih generalizes deision

trees, voted deision trees and voted deision stumps.

Whereas boosting is very popular in propositional learning, muh less atten-

tion has been paid to it in Indutive Logi Programming (ILP). Quinlan applied

boosting in the ontext of the ILP system FFOIL [11℄. A disadvantage of boost-

ing �rst order learners is that it is very time-onsuming. Hohe and Wrobel [6℄

addressed this problem by using a tehnique alled onstrained on�dene-rated

boosting ombined with a fast and weak ILP learner. Results show an improve-

ment in auray, although not as onvining as in the propositional ontext.

In this work, we introdue �rst order alternating deision trees (FOADTs), an

upgrade of propositional alternating deision trees to �rst order logi. FOADTs

inherit from the propositional ase two important advantages over other �rst

order boosting tehniques: they an be learned eÆiently with a divide-and-

onquer algorithm and they are easier to interpret for human experts.



This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 briey reviews alternating de-

ision trees and �rst order deision trees. In Setion 3, we desribe how altern-

ating deision trees an be upgraded to the �rst order ase. Setion 4 disusses

some important issues onerning alternating deision trees that are spei� to

ILP. In Setion 5, we evaluate FOADTs on a few well-known ILP problems and

ompare them to regular �rst order deision trees. We onlude and disuss

future work in Setion 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this setion, we briey review propositional alternating deision trees and reg-

ular �rst order deision trees. More information an be found in [4℄ (alternating

deision trees) and [1℄ (�rst order deision trees).

2.1 Alternating Deision Trees

An alternating deision tree (Figure 1) is a tree with two types of nodes: test

nodes and preditor nodes. The root node is a preditor node. Following a path

from the root to one of the leaves, the tree `alternates' between test nodes and

preditor nodes. Preditor nodes store a ontinuous value and test nodes an

attribute-value test.

A new instane an be lassi�ed by sorting it down the alternating deision

tree. When a test node is enountered, the instane is propagated to one of

the hild nodes depending on the outome of the attribute-value test. When a

preditor node is enountered, the instane is propagated to eah of its hildren.

This implies that the instane follows a sub-tree (or a \multi-path") through the

alternating deision tree. The lassi�ation for the new instane is omputed as

the sign of the sum of all values stored at preditor nodes along this multi-path

(we only onsider binary lassi�ation: +1 for a positive example and -1 for a

negative one).
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Fig. 1. An example of an alternating deision tree.



Consider the alternating deision tree shown in Figure 1 and a new instane

(a = 5; b = 2). This instane is lassi�ed negative (-1) beause the �rst test

a < 4:5 fails and the predition beomes sign(0� 0:7) = �1. A seond instane

(a = 4; b = 2) is lassi�ed positive by the tree. It traverses the following multi-

path: test node a < 4:5 sueeds, then it is propagated to both b > 1 and a > 2,

whih sueed and �nally to b > 2, whih fails. The predition is obtained as

sign(0 + 0:2 + 1:4 + 0:7� 0:7) = +1.

An alternating deision tree an be seen as a olletion of base rules: eah

test node of the tree, together with its hildren (preditor nodes), orresponds

to one base rule. The predition of the alternating deision tree orresponds to

a weighted vote over these base rules.

An alternating deision tree an be learned using a boosting algorithm. Fre-

und and Mason desribe suh an algorithm in [4℄, whih is based on an extension

of AdaBoost [5℄. In eah boosting round, a new base rule (test node) is added to

the tree. A new node an be added as a hild to any of the preditor nodes. The

attribute-value test and the parent node for the new node are seleted using a

heuristi that is based on the weighted error of the new rule. After eah boosting

round, the weights of the examples to whih the new rule applies are updated:

dereased for orretly lassi�ed examples and inreased for inorretly lassi�ed

examples. Details of the algorithm an be found in [4℄.

2.2 First Order Deision Trees

A �rst order deision tree [1℄ is a binary deision tree that ontains onjuntions

of �rst order literals in the internal nodes.

Classi�ation with a �rst order tree is similar to lassi�ation with a propos-

itional deision tree: a new instane is sorted down the tree. If the onjuntion

in a given node sueeds (fails), the instane is propagated to the left (right)

subtree. The predited lass orresponds to the label of the leaf node where the

instane arrives.

A given node n of the tree may introdue variables that an be reused in

the test nodes of the left subtree, whih ontains the examples for whih the

onjuntion in n sueeds (with ertain bindings for these variables).

First order deision trees an be learned with a divide-and-onquer algorithm

similar to C4.5 [12℄. The onjuntion for a new node is seleted using a heuristi

suh as information gain, from a set of andidates generated by the re�nement

operator of the system. Suh a re�nement operator typially generates andidates

by extending the urrent query (the onjuntion of all sueeding tests from the

root to the leaf that is to be extended) with a number of new literals.

In most ases, the re�nement operator adds only one literal (i.e., the new

node ontains only one literal { not a onjuntion). In some ases, however, it is

interesting to add more literals at one. For example, if the �rst literal yields no

gain, but introdues interesting variables that an be used by other literals. If the

re�nement operator adds k + 1 literals, one says that it performs a lookahead

of depth k. We will return to the issue of lookahead later, when we onsider

FOADTs.



3 First Order Alternating Deision Trees

In this setion we introdue �rst order alternating deision trees (FOADTs). We

start with a de�nition, present a brief example and point out how these trees an

be learned. Optimizations in the learning proess and other issues are desribed

in a following setion.

A FOADT is an upgrade of a propositional alternating deision tree to �rst

order logi. Similar to regular �rst order deision trees, a FOADT ontains on-

juntions of �rst order literals in the test nodes (with the same restrition for

variable sharing).

De�nition 1 (FOADT). A �rst order alternating deision tree (FOADT) is

an alternating deision tree in whih:

{ the test nodes of the tree ontain onjuntions of �rst order literals, and

{ di�erent test nodes may share variables under the following restrition: a

variable that is introdued in a node (meaning that it does not our in higher

nodes) must not our in the right subtree of that node.

Positive examples Negative examples

+1.4 −0.7
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triangle(X)

+0.2 −0.7

0

in(Y,X)

−0.3+0.7−0.5+1.4

config(X,down)

Fig. 2. A �rst order alternating deision tree.

Consider the FOADT from Figure 2. This tree represents a hypothesis that

orretly lassi�es the Bongard [3℄ examples (shown on the left part of the �gure).

Classi�ation is similar to the propositional ase, exept that the test nodes

exeute �rst order queries on the examples. Consider the instane shown in

bold, whih inludes a triangle pointing upwards ontaining a irle. Summing

the values over the preditor nodes on the multi-path and taking the sign, we

obtain as predited lass: sign(0 + 0:2� 0:5 + 0:7 + 1:4) = +1.

A FOADT an also be viewed as a weighted majority vote of base rules. A

base rule that orresponds to a test node n with onjuntion C and a (b) stored in

its left (right) hild preditor node is shown in Figure 3. The preondition query

P of node n is the onjuntion of all tests from the root down to the parent test

node of n. Tests that fail our as negated onjuntions in P . The test query



if P sueeds for instane e then

if Q ^ C sueeds for e then predit a

else predit b

else predit 0

Fig. 3. A �rst order base rule.

Q ^C inludes the onjuntion C stored in n and has a pre�x query Q equal to

the onjuntion of P 's positive literals (negated literals an be exluded beause

they do not bind variables). Suppose that the right hild of the triangle(X)

node in Figure 2 is extended with a new node square(Z), then the orresponding

base rule has P = :triangle(X), Q = true (there is no positive literal in P )

and C = square(Z).

FOADTs an be learned, just as their propositional equivalent, by boosting

base rules. In eah round a new rule (node) is added to the tree. Due to the

relational ontext, the set of andidate tests for a new node is not �xed. It is

generated by re�ning the test query assoiated with the parent test node and

the number of re�nements depends on the variables that our in this query.

The re�nement operator of an existing �rst order deision tree learner an be

reused for learning FOADTs.

4 Optimizations and DiÆulties

In this setion, we disuss some important issues onerning FOADTs that are

spei� to ILP. We start by desribing some neessary optimizations.

4.1 Coverage Lists

A new base rule is seleted from the set of andidate rules (the re�nements of all

nodes in the FOADT) suh that it minimizes the heuristi measure. To ompute

this heuristi, the andidate rule r must be exeuted on eah example. However,

the predition of r is only non-zero for examples for whih its preondition query

P sueeds. This set of examples E

i

an be stored with the parent preditor node

p

i

of r. By doing this, it is suÆient to evaluate r on E

i

, whih is only a (small)

subset of the training examples. The sets E

i

an be onstruted as the FOADT

grows: eah time a new test node is added, a new subset is reated for eah of its

hildren and the examples are partitioned over these subsets (similar to regular

deision tree indution).

Note that E

i

an be seen as a overage list for the pre�x query Q of r, i.e., Q

will sueed for eah example in E

i

. This implies that the smartall [13℄ query

transformation an be used to exeute the test query of r more eÆiently (literals

from Q not linked by variables to C an be removed beause they are guaranteed

to sueed). Other transformations [13℄ may also be useful for improving the

eÆieny of evaluating r.



4.2 Cahing Query Results

To add a new test node, the boosting algorithm onsiders all possible re�nements

in eah preditor node p

i

and selets the one that minimizes the heuristi value.

This implies that eah of the orresponding andidate base rules r

i;j

must be

evaluated on the examples. In eah boosting round k = 1 : : :N , the andidates

in eah p

i

(i = 1 : : : 2k � 1) must be evaluated, resulting in a time omplexity

for building the FOADT of O(N

2

� T ) with N its number of test nodes and T

the time for evaluating the andidate base rules in a ertain node.

In the �rst order ase, T is relatively high beause evaluating a andidate rule

involves exeuting a �rst order query on a set of examples. After eah boosting

round, only two new preditor nodes are added to the tree. Ideally, we would

like to only exeute the andidate rules for these two nodes during the following

round. This is not immediately possible beause the weights of the examples

hange after eah round, whih means that the heuristis for all andidates must

be reomputed. By storing the suess (failure) of eah andidate rule r

i;j

for eah

relevant example in a bit-matrix assoiated with p

i

it is possible to reompute

the heuristi values in eah round without having to exeute the rules again.

The time omplexity of the algorithm redues to O(N � T +N

2

� TQ), with TQ

the time to reompute the heuristis based on the bit-matrix. In the �rst order

ase TQ is muh smaller than T , and the ahing method yields an important

eÆieny gain. Figure 4 ompares the exeution time of a FOADT indution

system with and without ahing. For 30 boosting rounds, the ahed version is

about 10 times faster.

Of ourse, we have to onsider the inreased memory onsumption neessary

for storing the bit-matries. Although the number of andidates inreases poly-

nomially with the depth of the node, the number of relevant examples (the size

of E

i

) dereases exponentially. This results in an inrease in memory onsump-

tion that is less than linear in the number of boosting rounds (Figure 4, right

graph).

Note that it is also possible to ahe heuristi values for nodes where the

weights of the relevant examples are not hanged (beause the last added base

rule predited zero). Suh an optimization will, however, yield a smaller gain.

4.3 Joining Nodes

A third optimization an be ahieved by joining nodes. It may our that the

same test node is added more than one to a given parent preditor node. This

is possible beause the predited values a and b for a base rule are only loally

optimal. After other nodes have been added to the tree, it an be bene�ial to

add the rule a seond time with di�erent predited values. If this happens, we

do not add a new node. Instead we add the preditions a and b to those of the

existing node. More generally it is possible that the same path is added twie

(possibly with the literals in a di�erent order). Also in this ase it is possible to

join nodes. By joining nodes, the number of nodes in the tree dereases and the

number of andidate rules for the next boosting rounds is redued.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the indution time with and without ahing of query results

(left) and the inrease in memory onsumption with ahing (right). The experiment

was performed with a prototype FOADT indution system (see Setion 5) on the

Mutagenesis data set [14℄.

More optimizations for induing alternating deision trees are desribed in

[10℄. These optimizations an also be used for FOADTs, but in the �rst order

ase, the ahing optimization will probably be the most important.

4.4 Representing Conjuntions

Conjuntions an be represented in two di�erent ways by alternating deision

trees. Figure 5 presents an example taken from the Mutagenesis problem [14℄.

The tree on the left T

1

and the tree on the right T

2

both represent the rule

IF atom(X,type1) ^ atom(Y,type2) THEN positive.

T

1

an be re�ned into

IF atom(X,type1) ^ atom(Y,type2) ^ bond(X,Y) THEN positive,

whih might be interesting for the predition task. For T

2

this is not possible.

If the FOADT algorithm onstruts T

2

, it is even diÆult to �nd this rule in

more than one round. One possibility is to extend the left most preditor node

with atom(Y,type2) in one round and in a next round add bond(X,Y). Seleting

atom(Y,type2) is however unlikely sine the weights for examples that ontain

suh an atom have been dereased after the �rst atom(Y,type2) test was in-

trodued in the FOADT. One an onlude that the relation between the two

atoms will never be found if the FOADT algorithm onstruts the seond rep-

resentation of the onjuntion. This is an important problem with FOADTs that

does not our for regular �rst order deision trees or propositional alternating

deision trees. A possible solution is to use lookahead to add the onjuntion in

one step.
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Fig. 5. Conjuntions an be presented in two di�erent ways.

In regular �rst order deision tree indution, lookahead is used to add lit-

erals that yield no gain, but introdue useful variables. For the same purpose,

lookahead an be used for FOADTs. However, if too muh lookahead is used, it

is likely that the FOADT will degenerate to a tree with all test nodes on the

�rst level. Eah of these test nodes then ontains a onjuntion of many liter-

als, generated by lookahead. In this ase the FOADT orresponds to boosting

regular �rst order rules, eah generated by an exhaustive searh. This implies

that by using lookahead one an loose some of the omputational eÆieny and

interpretability of FOADT indution.

Note that it is possible to implement a more eÆient lookahead, e.g., by using

maro-operators [9℄.

5 Experiments

The aim of our preliminary experiments is to test our prototype FOADT indu-

tion algorithm. We also ompare its performane with regular �rst order deision

trees. In future work we will also ompare with other systems.

We have implemented a prototype FOADT indution system

1

as an add-on

pakage to the ILP system ACE [2℄. We have optimized the system by imple-

menting overage lists, ahing of query results and joining of idential nodes

(Setion 4). ACE also inludes the �rst order deision tree indution system

Tilde [1℄. Both systems share the same re�nement operator. For eah experi-

ment we run Tilde and the new FOADT system with the same language bias

spei�ation (whih does not use lookahead) and ompare the auray and om-

plexity of the indued model. Preditive auraies are estimated with 10-fold

ross-validation. The FOADT system selets the optimal number of boosting

rounds with internal ross-validation.

We use the Bongard data set [3℄ (392 examples), three versions of the Trains

data set [7℄ (200, 400, 800 examples), three versions of Chess [8℄ (200, 400,

10000 examples) and also the regression friendly Mutagenesis data set [14℄ (188

examples).

1

Available from the authors upon request.



Table 1 presents the results. In some ases the test set auray of the FOADT

system is a bit smaller than that of Tilde. This is not due to over-�tting be-

ause also the training set auray of the FOADT system is smaller than that

of Tilde in these ases. This may seem ounter-intuitive sine FOADTs are

more expressive than regular �rst order deision trees. A possible explanation

is that the greedy searh algorithm that onstruts the FOADT fails to selet a

good hypothesis. Reall the double representation of onjuntions as disussed

in Setion 4.4. If the algorithm selets the wrong version, it will exlude possibly

more aurate hypothesis from the searh spae. More detailed experiments are

neessary to on�rm this.

Complexity Auray test Auray training

Experiment Tilde FOADT Tilde FOADT Tilde FOADT

Bongard 7.4 50 1 1 1 1

Trains1 14.2 41.4 0.925 0.950 0.979 0.995

Trains2 17.6 46.7 0.978 0.988 0.995 0.995

Trains3 17.1 46.8 0.996 0.995 0.996 0.988

Chess1 9.3 29.2 0.925 0.890 0.935 0.930

Chess2 11.7 42.4 0.96 0.958 0.959 0.953

Chess4 31 50 0.974 0.966 0.975 0.962

Mutagenesis 14.6 23.7 0.830 0.790 0.842 0.835

Table 1. Results from di�erent data sets.

6 Conlusions and Future Work

In this paper we introdued FOADTs as an upgrade of propositional alternat-

ing deision trees. A FOADT inherits the good interpretability properties from

regular alternating deision trees.

Induing FOADTs is omputationally muh more demanding than induing

propositional alternating deision trees. We introdued three important optimiz-

ations that make FOADT indution feasible: using overage lists, ahing query

results and joining nodes. We also desribed some issues related to the double

representation of onjuntions in alternating deision trees and to lookahead,

whih is frequently used in �rst order indution.

Our experimental evaluation shows no signi�ant improvement in preditive

auray over regular �rst order deision trees. More experiments with other

data sets are neessary to understand this issue better.
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